Thursday, 18 February 2016

My dear little toy. Here we are!
You are about to become my property, my toy, my slave.
After a first test you succeed to catch my attention, to make me look at you and think about giving you a chance to show me how useful you can be.
Congratulations!!! It's a big step you know. Very few get where you are now.
So now take a pen and a needle so you can start with your first homework.

Fill all the form and read all because at the bottom you will sign and by doing that your free will will belong to me. Your soul, your mind, all those perversions, your money, your pain or your pleasure…. all that will be mine and I tend to use it whatever you like it or not so read carefully and….. sign if you dare!

Let's start!

Name _______________________________  Surname _______________________________
Date and place of Birth           /         /
Country and City     _______________________________     ______________________________
Sex and orientation  _______________________________
Languages you speak  _______________________________
Are you a SecondLife player?  YES - NO  If yes: SL ID: __________________________
Relationship Status:  Single  Partnered  Married  Open Relationship  Other
Email address:  ____________________________________________________________
REAL personal Email address:  ________________________________________________
Home Address and post code:  ________________________________________________
Occupation:  ____________________________  Position:  ______________
How many sex-friends do you have now:  ________________________________
Do you understand that you will be of a Slave to Princess Margarita and at NO SUCH TIME you will be able to Dominate Her or to ask anything from Her?
YES  NO
List Fetishes you are interested in

- - -
- - -
- - -
- - -
- - -
- - -
- - -
- - -

List your limits or what you think are your current limits

- - -
- - -
- - -
- - -
- - -
- - -
- - -
- - -

List your eventual diseases or health problem who could have an impact on the tasks I will give you.

Any STD: ____________________________

How far are you ready to go regarding humiliation and most of all public humiliation

How far are you ready to go regarding sexual « deviances » and real extreme sex
(e.g. bestiality, mutilations, hardcore pornography, outlaw things)

List your sexual « deviances » and real extreme sex limits

- - -
- - -
- - -

List the sex-toy you own (or have access to like your wife's dildos etc)

- - -
- - -
- - -
- - -
- - -
- - -
- - -

Write, in a few words, why should Princess Margarita consider your application
What type of Financial Domination are you ready to submit to? (Select all that apply)
Occasional Gifts    Scheduled Contributions    Debt, loans and contracts
Adopt my Bills      Complete Financial Domination    Consensual Blackmail

Have you served a Goddess before?   YES    NO
If yes how many: ____________________

MINIMAL TRIBUTES

How often do you see yourself paying tributes to your beloved Princess Margarita?
(Select all that apply)
Daily    Weekly    Bi-Weekly    Monthly    Quarterly    Annually
Special Occasions    As Commanded    Other
If you selected Other, explain:

Your beloved princess don’t like to convert so the currencies you will be able to use
when you write to me will be always British Pound, Euros or US Dollars.
So it’s up to you to convert your own currency to make my life easy.

What is your currency: ____________________

DEBT PAYMENT

Be aware!!! Tributes and and debt payment are not the same. At all
A tribute is the gift you choose to give to your Princess for her attention. Tributes and
how you simple spoil her for been so marvellous and good with you.
But you also have a debt to her. As she is using you you have to repay her for that
privilege. Sure, it’s up to you to settle the amount and choose how frequently will you be
making your best payments, but even if I give you today the possibility to choose a debt
is still a debt and it will end only when your debt to your princess is cleared.
Fees, Interests, Penalties or even Taxes can be added by your princess and you must
fulfil with your obligations

Are your ready to sign a Debt to your beloved Princess?
(This is highly recommended as Debts Payments are one of your Princess favourite kinks)
YES    NO

How Frequent will you be Making Payments
(Select all that apply)
Daily    Weekly    Bi-Weekly    Monthly    Quarterly    Annually
Special Occasions    As Commanded    Other
If you selected Other, explain:

Minimum Payment Amount : ____________________    Currency:
Maximum Payment Amount : ____________________    Currency:
First Payment will be made on: / /
Projected Contract End (Debt to Princess Margarita cleared): / /
LIVING ATM

Been a princess is always difficult. So, as my slave I give you the opportunity to become my ATM. This means that you will receive from your princess an invoice with her needs and you will pay it straight away. Not later or when you have time. No, you will pay immediately.

“I humbly offer myself as a living-ATM to Princess Margarita”

YES   NO

Will you be ready to push the limits even further and grant an access for your beloved princess to your bank account?

YES   NO

By selecting yes, you will give her all the references of your bank account so she can have an online access and check your balance, your payments and control your finances. She will have also an access to your finances and will be able to request payments directly to her PayPal account without your consent (this option have to be settle by linking from your bank account to her PayPal account).

ADOPT MY BILLS

Your Princess love to be spoiled and as a princess she deserve all the attentions so it’s just normal you kneel and beg her to take your money and allow you to pay for her. For that reason, today she is willing to allow you to adopt one (or several) of her bills so you will been part of her live.

Are you willing to adopt one or several of your Princess bills?

YES   NO

If yes, select among the following list the MONTHLY BILLS you want to adopt

The currency is settle in British Pounds so you can, by your self convert it into your own currency

- Internet bill: £35 per month  
- Electricity bill: £40 per month  
- Nails bill: £50 per month  
- Phone bill: £60 per month  
- Makeup bill: £80 per month  
- Flowers bill: £85 per month  
- Taxi bill: £100 per month  
- Spa bill: £250 per month

Select among the following list the WEEKLY BILLS you want to adopt

Again the currency is settle in British Pounds so you can convert it by your self.

- Breakfast bill: £25 per week  
- Cinema bill: £30 per week  
- Beauty bill: £60 per week  
- Massages bill: £120 per week
• Girlfriend bill: £180 per week □
• Club bill: £250 per week □
• RENT: £450 per week □

Select if you want to adopt an UNLIMITED ALLOWANCE
If yes, a budget will be settle with your Princess once she accept you.

• Hells allowance: ££ - UNLIMITED - ££ □
• Shopping allowance: ££ - UNLIMITED - ££ □

TEAMVIEWER

Are you willing to give the control of your computer to your Princess?
YES NO

Will you be ready to gant your princess a full access to all your computers to do whatever she want?
YES NO If yes, write here your ID

Will you be ready to push the limits even further and grant her a total and permanent access to ALL your computers, even when you are absent?
YES NO

If yes, write all your IDs
Your beloved princess will choose later the password she want for your computers

BLACKMAIL

First of all know this: "Blackmail means your princess will have all the power over you"
Before asking for a blackmail you must be aware of the consequences.
Princess Margarita decline all responsibility for your stupidity if you sing without knowing the potential risks.

True blackmail, as we know it, is by definition non-consensual and is not a part of BDSM. However, in consensual non-consent blackmail, the submissive agrees to be blackmailed by the domme. The blackmail may or may not actually occur....but the threat/risk is always there and therein lies the thrill. The loss of power and humiliation component is huge for the submissive.

For your princess, a Blackmail is a TOTAL DOMINATION and involve money!!! Beware of this.
By signing for a blackmail you are aware of the potential risks and most of all you agree the Princess conditions (rules and limits can be settle before starting anything and your Princess can accept or decline those limits)

So read all this section carefully before signing

---

Contract
Princess Margarita
“Will you be ready to be (eventually) blackmailed by your dearest princess?
YES  NO

If yes, are you ready to sign for a TOTAL BLACKMAIL?
Remember, this is the ultimate thrill and the only rules/limits will be those the Princess choose and you will never be aware of those rules/limits.
YES  NO, I need some limits.

If you need limits/rules, it’s now the moment to write them all.
Remember, the fact you write your limits and sign this contract doesn’t mean the Princess will agree to Blackmail you and if she does she can decline your rules/limits.

Are you aware of the potential risk of a blackmail and you accept all those risks?
YES I accept all the risks and I’m happy to sign
NO, I’m not willing to accept all the risks

BASIC INFORMATIONS
Now you accepted the basic rules of a blackmail, meaning you accept the (eventual) risks, it’s tile to fill some basic information about you and your life in order to your princess to evaluate your submission and then accept or decline the blackmail.

If your Princess accept, she will never tell you when she is planning to start or how or anything and insisting or been impatient will simply make you be rejected.

Monty income (£, € or $): ______________ Have you ever been blackmailed: YES  NO
Link to your Facebook profile
Link to your Linkdin profile
Link to your Twitter profile
Link to your Instagram profile
Provide all your other social media profiles or blogs

Write about your family and your current family situation

Describe your job and your relation with your coworkers and/or associates

Write about your personality

Be prepared!! There are no limits here. Blackmail is « blind » and you will never know what could happen or how far it can go or when it will stop.
UNDERSTANDINGS

Now it’s time for you to breath and start reading this important chapter. It’s time to really understand what you are about to do and to accept to embrace a new life of lust into your princess hands.

Do you consent that you are acting upon your own free will and are not being coerced into applying for Consensual Financial Domination consideration?
YES  NO

Do you understand that this is an application for consideration and it is not intended to be a final acceptance by Princess Margarita until you have been informed that your application has been approved?
YES  NO

Only once approved by her majesty, the contract will start.

Amount of the INITIAL TRIBUTE you are making today (not later) with your submission:

https://www.paypal.me/princessmargarita

This tribute will show her that you are ready to commit and fully surrender to her with your whole life.
Once your payment have been made to your Princess PayPal account (https://www.paypal.me/princessmargarita) your application will be considered.

Beware, all the answers you gave on this application will be taken in consideration but the Initial Tribute you make will determinate the success of your application.

Once submitted, you have maximum 24h to pay your tribute by using the link above (and not other way). If you fail to make your payment your application will be rejected immediately and your contact erased.

So before submitting, be sure of your commitment and don't make your Princess waste her time if you are just a wimp or if you have doubts.
Once more, visit her blog and read the stories so you know who she is and what she is capable of: http://princess-margarita-findomme.tumblr.com

The trial period is settle for: 90 DAYS

Only the Princess can choose to change this by adding or taking off days. No objection will be accepted

During the trial period you will be allowed to ask for an anticipate termination of your obligations, but only the Princess have the power to accept it or deny it. Likewise only the Princess have the power to settle the termination clause and you, her slave, accept her will without questioning or begging for any kind of favour.

Furthermore a termination request from your side entails payment of a penalty that you accept by signing this contract.
The amount of this penalty will be: £5.137 (GBP)*

* Eventually a payment plan could be setup with an interest rate of 7% per week until termination.
“I understand and accept to be on a trial period. Upon that trial, if, and only if my Princess is happy with me and my total submission, she will transform the present contract into an UNLIMITED CONTRACT I could not break for any reasons »

YES NO

“I understand and agree to belong to Princess Margarita and allow her to use me as she wish, with any restrictions.”

YES NO

“I agree and fully submit to Princess Margarita and abandon my pride to serve her, honour her, spoil her and please her with nothing in return other than the pleasure to belong to her.”

YES NO

“I am aware and accepts that nothing will ever commit the Princess to give me anything from her if he don’t want it. All she will give me will be a blessing and an honour for me and for that reason I will always worship her.”

YES NO

“I’m nothing and she is my everything, that’s why I let her fill all the blanc spaces I choose to leave when feeling my contract as I will accept her will.”

“Fully aware of my commitment and to express my unconditional love and devotion to my Princess, I swear to be loyal, honest and her humble slave until the day of my death or until she release me from my duties.”

Write this sentence before signing

“As a pledge of my devotion I sign and agree to her will and leave on this paper a drop of my blood as an oath of obedience and submission”

Signature Oath